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Background 

Strozzi Institute (SI) is the creator of embodied leadership and the original somatic training 
institute. Founded by Richard Strozzi-Heckler, PhD more than forty-five years ago, SI has since 
fine-tuned a unique and powerful methodology that produces sustainable change for individuals, 
coaches, teams and companies around the world.  

In 2012, ownership of Strozzi Institute transferred to the next generation of leadership, at which 
time the organization began its path toward reincorporation as a California (CA) Benefit 
Corporation. As such, our commitment today is to develop transformative leaders and 
organizations that can meet the challenges and hopes of our times – leaving our communities 
and world more vital than we found it. 

As you’ll see in the progression of our Annual Reports, we continually strive to have every aspect 
of our business best express our values and commitments to the “triple bottom line:” People, 
Planet, Profit.  

Our Strategy remains consistent in addressing this triad, as follows: 

● PEOPLE. Goal: To make a measurable and qualitative difference in the lives and 
leadership of our clients and students. They, in turn, will make a difference for the people 
they lead or coach, and the communities in which they live.  

● PLANET. Goal: Continually enhance lower impact operations and processes at both our 
corporate offices in Oakland, and at our main training site in Petaluma.  

● PROFIT. Goal: Continue to build a strong financial ground with profitability to afford us 
options to innovate and benefit our constituencies, offer accessible transformative 
leadership to those with less access, continue to grow our environmental and community 
contributions, and more. 

Also included in this report is narrative on our structure, brand and public benefit. 

● Vision, Mission + Goals 
● Public Benefit 
● Staff 
● Board Governance 

And finally, as a benchmark for SI’s continued growth:  

● Independent, Third-Party Standard 
● Conclusions 

As leaders and businesses set their sights on solving the problems of our times, SI hopes to be 
the foundation and the generative source of leadership skills and practice to get them there.  
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Staying centered under pressure, even in the midst of increased work pace, is what will really 
allow our generation’s leaders to align with purposeful action and deliver transformative impact. 

We honor our partnership with each of our key stakeholders in this work to leave the world a 
better place then we have found it. 

Thank you, 

Benjamin Schick 
President of Strozzi Institute 
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I. PEOPLE:  

Goal. To make a measurable and qualitative difference in the lives and leadership of our clients 
and students. They, in turn, will make a difference for the people they lead or coach, and the 
communities in which they live.  

In 2017, we saw a 50% increase in students attending public courses - climbing to over 300 
individuals. Over a dozen corporations engaged in embodied leadership initiatives for their teams 
and leaders. 

In addition to these outward measures, SI internally supports a productive, thriving, and diverse 
staff that embraces our mission, breathes our values and contributes their competence to our 
vision. We’ve increased staff practices and staff leadership development off-sites since Fall of 
2017, so that we can support our staff’s growth within their roles, the community and in their lives. 
They are co-collaborators in the values that SI embodies. 

Examples of accomplishments in 2017 included: 

● Building “Purpose-Centered” Company Cultures | SI Corporate Clients. SI continues to 
expand upon important corporate-centered work, but working with companies directly 
in-house and in custom training offerings. This works gives us the opportunity to enrich 
the business community, by engaging with a handful of mainstream companies - many of 
whom re-engage with us year after year - who are moving toward broader purpose-based 
missions. One of our longest standing partners, the Ascena Group, has contracted SI 
trainings over the years for nearly every division, and even built practice opportunity into 
the headquarters by opening a practice dojo on-site. 

● Deepened Training Opportunities | Expanded Offerings. On the heels of launching the 
SI Somatic Coaching Certification Program, SI ran several cohorts in 2017 alongside 16 
public courses, including our new Somatics, Trauma and Resilience and Somatic 
Bodywork Levels One and Two seminars.. 

● Stewarding the Somatic Methodology | SI’s Teacher Training Program. SI officially 
launched SITT as a result of an intensive planning process in 2015. Critical among our 
considerations in the execution of this program are diversity in participation, commitment 
to diversity in outreach, values-driven teacher development and a deep educational 
immersion within the program. The program integrates education on social equity and 
environmental sustainability. 

● Partnership | generative somatics (gs). SI continues to enjoy a caring relationship with 
our nonprofit partner, gs. With more detail included below, SI contributes in-kind support 
for gs and its operations.  

II. PLANET:  

Goal. SI strives to continually move toward lower impact operations and processes at both our 
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corporate offices in Oakland, and at our main training site in Petaluma.  

SI can proudly report that we continue to be fully solar powered at our main training site and in 
support of local businesses and community.  

For instance, in 2017, we hired a new caterer for our courses at the dojo who is local, in order to 
reduce our carbon footprint and support the local economy. Additionally, we’ve taken a more 
critical look at how to reduce our impact through running courses, which are historically 
paper-heavy. Switching to using all recycled binders and folders is one measure in particular that 
we have moved from inquiry to execution. We’ve also switched to a local, green printing shop 
supported by many other B-Corp members to service all of our brochure and business card 
printing needs.  

As California continues to be in a time of notable drought, we’ve stayed the course with 
significant water conservation measures at our offices and training site. At the training site, we 
adjusted catchment processes for using water on the land in 2016 - a model we continue to 
follow - and ask participants to reduce/reuse water usage in the bathrooms and while cooking for 
the nearly 100 days that the dojo is in use each year.  

We also continued work with TREC (Training Resources for Environmental Community) by 
offering programs at cost to train their leaders, who in turn are cultivating leaders in 
environmental communities around the country.  

 

III. PROFIT:  

Goal. Continue to build a strong financial ground with profitability to afford us options to 
innovate and benefit our constituencies, offer accessible transformative leadership to those with 
less access, continue to grow our environmental and community contributions, and more. 

In 2016, we began prioritizing the alignment of SI with key, value-aligned investors. These 
relationships are key to both strengthening SI and the investor, as well as the importance of 
relationships like these in the industry. 

 

IV. VISION, MISSION + VALUES 

Strozzi Institute's vision is a life-affirming future for all, with a commitment to leave the world 
better than we found it. We support transformative leaders and organizations to meet the 
challenges of our time – delivering sustainability, interconnectedness, and social equity. 

We accomplish this vision through our mission: To produce leaders and organizations that 
embody pragmatic wisdom, skillful action and grounded compassion; who can use conflict as a 
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generative force.  

Our values not only guide our practices, but are at the root of SI’s operations, relationships, 
strategy, and long-term vision; Dignity, Generativity, Interdependence, Purposeful Action, 
Sustainability, and Transformation. These values accompany the various ways in which our 
methodology extends into the world, specifically through our family of teachers.  

In recent years, we increased the training in social consciousness for all of our teachers, so that 
they could be better equipped to deal with themes of diversity, social equity and environmental 
sustainability in a rapidly changing and often emotional context. We see training of our values as 
not just the ability to recite, but the capacity to move them into practice - whether in the training 
room or the board room. One notable space this showed is in our SITT (Strozzi Institute Teacher 
Training program) by spending increased time focusing on gender justice and gender equality. 

 
V. OUR PUBLIC BENEFIT 

Strozzi Institute creates a public benefit by means of our fulfillment against our organizational 
mission. In 2017, Strozzi Institute provided somatic leadership training for 311 clients in our 16 
public courses and offered 13 corporate trainings. Through these courses, business leaders 
deepen in their consciousness and awareness about their personal and professional approaches. 
This produces leaders that are more effective, able to establish and fulfill on clear goals, and 
operate in alignment with their values and purpose.  
 
From a community perspective, Strozzi Institute staff and teachers volunteered time and 
resources towards advancing social justice initiatives aligned with our values. Strozzi Institute 
also doubled the amount of scholarships it provided in 2017, growing from 28 in 2016 to 54 this 
year, totalling $111,755 in support of individuals. The scholarship program ensures diversification 
and access to the somatic methodology regardless of class, race, and/or gender.  
 
SI continues to support its key partner, generative somatics (gs), with in-kind support of the SI 
methodology, operational and office rental financial support. generative somatics makes a critical 
contribution to social and environmental justice movements by providing a pragmatic and 
actionable approach to embodied transformation on an individual, organizational, and movement 
level. gs programs focus on healing the impacts of trauma and oppression, and developing 
embodied leadership skills that are needed to build transformative social movements.  

gs provides programming with Strozzi’s transformative methodology for thousands of individual 
organizers and leaders from today’s most vital social movements. gs prioritizes engaging leaders 
of color, LGBT leaders, poor and working class leaders, and others who represent communities 
most directly impacted by oppressive social conditions and who are on the frontlines of social 
change. More information on our partnership is below.  
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VI. OUR STAFF 

Strozzi Institute is proud to bring together a diverse staff that includes eight full-time employees 
and multiple contractors, and included two new, full-time female hires in 2017. Contractor support 
includes Lead Teachers, Assistant Teachers, sales force activities, and information technology. 

Full-time roles include the following: 

● Co-Director of Methodology / Senior Teacher – Staci K. Haines 
● President – Ben Schick 
● Founder / Co-Director of Methodology / Senior Teacher – Richard Strozzi-Heckler 
● Director of Enrollment – Katina Bishop 
● Office Manager – Antonio Salas 
● Program Manager - Molly Tsongas 
● Finance Manager – Stacie Chun 
● Course Manager – Tyler Grillo 
● SI Teachers – Contracted 

All employees participate in company paid health insurance benefits, as evidenced in our 
deepening Employee Health Benefits plan - which we began to codify in 2017. SI employees can 
elect to use a structured account mechanism for qualified medical expenses. All SI employees 
receive spousal benefits (including domestic partners, civil unions, and/or same-sex marriage). SI 
employees are offered complimentary and/or discounted participation in Strozzi Institute somatic 
courses, and accrue vacation time. In addition, all employees receive paid time off for sick leave, 
maternity/paternity/adoption leave, and designated holidays. 

 

VII. OUR GOVERNANCE 

One of SI’s core areas of focus is growing a Board of Directors to oversee strategic business 
activities including direct responsibility for economic, environmental, and social performance. In 
2017, the following members comprised our Board of Directors: 

– Staci K. Haines (sole shareholder) 
– Brett Sharenow (Independent Member) 
– Richard Strozzi Heckler (Founder) 
– Ben Schick (Board Chair, non-voting)  

SI works to encourage a pathway for open dialogue and access between the Board and staff , so 
that arising issues can be dealt with outside of a leadership vacuum. 

 
VIII. OUR PARTNERSHIP | generative somatics 
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As mentioned previously in this and past reports, the Strozzi Institute and generative somatics 
are thankful for their continued partnership - now six years in the making. The partnership 
remains healthy, with both organizations using the somatics methodology for transformation: in 
leadership and organizations, and in communities and society. We share values and continue to 
benefit from shared resources, including office space and teaching staff.  

The mission of generative somatics is to grow a transformative social and environmental justice 
movement – one that integrates personal and social transformation, creates compelling 
alternatives to the status quo and embodies the creativity and life affirming actions we need to 
forward systemic change. 

Notable shifts in the partnership this year include continued efforts to separate finances between 
the two organizations. With Ben’s hire as SI President in 2016, Staci has been able to direct more 
executive functions to gs while Ben supports SI’s continued growth and success.  

SI and gs still share space and celebration - which serves to keep common cultural glue among 
us. We also use gs teachers on certain courses, and pay gs a small percentage every time we 
engage with one of their faculty. Additionally, when gs courses have overflow, we open our doors 
to their participants.  

 

IX. INDEPENDENT, THIRD-PARTY STANDARD 

As a California Benefit Corporation, Strozzi Institute first measured its public benefit in 2014 by 
completing a Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Report, and continues to use this 
framework as a year-to-year benchmark. Utilization of this framework allows Strozzi Institute to 
measure the economic, environmental, and social impacts caused by our everyday activities.   

Assessment Results 

● Stakeholder Engagement: Groups known to be influenced by the Institute and/or that 
influence the Institute are identified as “stakeholders.” As with preceding years, Strozzi 
Institute continues to more broadly define and identify stakeholders based on guidance 
from GRI. In addition, SI uses surveys to gain feedback from employees on areas such as 
decision-making and roles/responsibilities. Additionally, SI committed to surveying our 
subscribers more to find out what they want programmatically and in relationship with SI. 
Specific surveys sent in 2017 include those relating to post-SISC graduation support, and 
post-bodywork course.  
 

● Report Scope: The report’s content is based on areas of interest to the organization, 
stakeholders feedback obtained throughout the year, and areas included by the reporter 
(Benjamin Schick). Materiality and the sustainability context principle are considered as 
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part of the selection of aspects to report on. Stakeholders included employees and public 
course clients. 
 

● GRI Sustainability Report: The GRI Level C Template was completed and meets the 
requirements for an Application Level C report as outlined in the GRI’s Guidelines. In the 
Level C report, Strozzi Institute is required to report on a minimum of any ten performance 
indicators, including at least one from the social, economic, and environmental categories.  
 

● GRI Performance Indicators: In an effort to ensure consistent compliance and growth 
from year to year, SI is using the same following performance indicators as used in 2015 
and 2016: 

GRI Performance 
Indicator 

Strozzi Institute’s Performance 

EC2: Financial 
implications and other 
risks and opportunities 
for the organization’s 
activities due to climate 
change 

The Board and management consider the impacts of 
climate change. Environmental risks due to climate change 
would have a negative impact on our work as we seek to 
have clients engage in nature and our primary training site 
is environmentally rich and stable currently. The financial 
implications have not been estimated. Our work has the 
opportunity to help leaders make more conscious 
decisions that can have a positive impact on improving 
global warming, etc. As part of our commitment in this area, 
our primary training site is 100% solar powered and we 
actively participate in water recapture. Our landscaping is 
reflective of naïve plants that have decreased watering 
needs. A drip watering system is used to provide 
appropriate watering while minimizing our overall usage. At 
our Oakland offices, we participate in a city-wide recycling 
program. Both facilities respect and proactively address 
the statewide drought orders when in effect for California. 
 

EC3: Coverage of the 
organization’s defined 
benefit plan obligations 

This annual report serves as an opportunity to assess our 
progress against the commitment of instituting a defined 
benefit plan. In 2017, in addition to codifying a benefit plan, 
SI is looking to explore retirement benefits and plans for its 
employees. We also created a policy for staff and their 
families to attend SI trainings at a discount. Additionally, SI 
formally supports the continued education, training and 
development of its employees by doing staff retreats to 
work on team performance. 
 

EC7: Procedures for 
local hiring and 

The organization has a preference for local hiring. SI 
increased from 90% to 100% local staff in 2017; and the 
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proportion of senior 
management hired from 
the local community at 
significant locations of 
operation 
 

Owner, Founder, and President are all long time 
residences of the local area.  
 
Long-time Oakland resident, Ben Schick, came on as in 
2016 and completed his first full year as SI President in 
2017.  
 

EN12: Description of 
significant impacts of 
activities, products, and 
services on biodiversity 
in protected areas and 
areas of high 
biodiversity value 
outside protected areas. 
 

There is no known impact to biodiversity as a result of the 
organization’s business activities. The organization is 
committed to ensuring that there is little to no biodiversity 
impact due to their operations and will support activities to 
ensure environmental biodiversity. Our primary training site 
has a high degree of biodiversity, which we humanely 
monitor and manage. 

EN26: Initiatives to 
mitigate environmental 
impacts of products and 
services, and extent of 
impact mitigation 
 

The organization participates in recycling and composting 
at our primary training site. In our office environment, we 
also recycle and collectively work to reduce our water 
consumption and use environmentally friendly products 
when possible.  
 
We also engage in work that helps our clients to mitigate 
their environmental impact. For instance,  

● TREC - working with enviro orgs throughout the 
west - nature conservation/climate change. 

 
HR11: Number of 
grievances related to 
human rights filed, 
addressed, and 
resolved through formal 
grievance mechanisms 
 

Zero grievances related to human rights were filed, 
addressed, and/or resolved. 
 
NOTE: Human rights and dignity are key to the mission of 
the Institute and will be measured against annually. 

LA1: Total workforce by 
employment type, 
employment contract, 
and region, broken 
down by gender 
 

SI’s in-house workforce includes eight full-time employees 
– 4 female, 4 male.  
 
We are proud of and committed to having a multicultural 
workforce that reflects racial, ethnic, gender, and sexual 
orientation diversity. Our staff and teaching staff reflect this 
commitment and includes high levels of diversity in all of 
these areas. 
 

LA7: Rates of injury, 
occupational diseases, 

There have been no injury, occupational diseases, lost 
days, and absenteeism, and/or work-related fatalities. 
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lost days, and 
absenteeism, and total 
number of work-related 
fatalities, by region and 
by gender. 
 
SO3: Percentage of 
employees trained in 
organization’s 
anti-corruption policies 
and procedures. 
 

The organization does not currently have anti-corruption 
policies and procedures. Given the small team at SI, our 
lack of handling goods, money or products in a way that 
could be corrupt internally or externally, we have not yet 
codified an anti-corruption policy but will continue to 
evaluate that need annually. 
 

SO5: Public policy 
positions and 
participation in public 
policy development and 
lobbying. 
 

As an organization, Strozzi Institute will continue to partner 
with generative somatics and others to identify and 
support key issues that impact society and/or the 
environment. While not technically a product or program of 
Strozzi Institute, SI’s Founder, Richard Strozzi Heckler - 
who is consider as a thought leader in many progressive 
circles - developed an Aikido project in Ethopia to bring 
peace and cohesion to warring tribes, as well as resilience 
and hope to the young people of those communities. does 
a regular blog. 
 

 

X. CONCLUSIONS + GOALS FOR 2018 

Strozzi Institute is proud of the successes we celebrated in 2017 - especially with regard to those 
on our Benefit Corporation trajectory. To continually enhance our public benefit, Strozzi Institute 
has laid out the following trajectory for improvement in 2018. 

● Continue to engage stakeholders and expand the organizational definition of stakeholder 
to include greater community and environmental representation.  

● Partner with key stakeholders to build awareness about opportunities to support and 
engage in social and/or environmental initiatives. We are expanding our corporate work 
towards companies with this commitment. We also turned down offers from Phillip Morris 
and Exxon to work with their teams.  

● Strengthening continued learning opportunities for our employees. Our team generates 
ideas and we support them in moving them forward.  One of our staff just moved forward 
a proposal for all the white cis-gender staff members to go through a training to become 
better allies to non-white cis-gender staff members.  

● On-going exploration of an environmental management system, which takes into account, 
among other things: connection with off-site contractors on their environmental practices; 
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environmental and sustainable goals written into the job descriptions of on-site 
employees; and codifying a policy for reducing the environmental footprint of 
travel/community for staff. The ball is rolling on this, but currently we don’t have enough 
volume of work for this to be viable. 

● We have an ongoing commitment to Obtain B Corp certification as an outward reflection 
of our internal commitment to economic, social, and environmental sustainability in our 
business model. And, as a small business, we have to manage our capacity, so are 
accomplishing this at a slower rate than we would like. 
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